A variety of surprising effects arise from the nonlinear light-matter interaction of circularly polarized laser light propagating through sodium vapor. We present experimental evidence for an asymmetry in the absorption of left hand and right hand circularly polarized light as well as for the creation of a collimated light beam of apposite polarization within the light-matter interaction region. Both effects are not yet explained by common theories.
The propagation of intense laser light through a nonlinear medium shows interesting and unexpected phenomena such as self induced transparency, self focusing and defocusing, spontaneous pattern formation, symmetry breaking, nonlinear wave guiding, transverse mode excitation, optical bistability, intensity oscillations and transition to chaos, self pulsing or four wave mixing [1] . Only a few experiments investigated the propagation of circularly polarized laser beams in atomic vapors which can give rise to surprising spatiotemporal intensity and polarisation patterns depending on the specific experimental arrangement.
In our experiments we have used two co-propagating circularly polarized laser beams tuned to the atomic DI transition of sodium. Their nonlinear interaction can lead to "beam bouncing" [2] , "beam switching" [3] and "beam splitting" [4] . In contrast to earlier work by Tam and Happer [5] we use buffergas which allows us to describe the sodium DI transition in terms of a homogeneously broadened four level system and to assume polarized sodium atoms to be confined to the laser beam region [6] .
In the course of investigating these effects we found that even one circularly polarized laser beam can show unexpected nonlinear behavior, which is not yet explained by common theories. Here we present experimental evidence for a nonlinear dependence of the absorption profile on power and polarization of the input beam, atomic density of sodium and magnetic fields.
Absorption profiles for different values of input beam power are shown in Fig. 1 a for The existing model [6] accounts for optical pumping, saturation and vector properties of light. However, it assumes homogeneous line broadening, and the role of isotropic, spontaneously emitted radiation as well as collisions of excited Na atoms with Ar buffergas atoms are neglected. We therefore explore whether collisional mixing of excited states combined with the amplification of spontaneously emitted radiation may be a possible explanation for the observed creation of orthogonal polarized radiation. For the explanation of the polarization dependent shift of maximum absorption we are searching for a possible magnetic field dependent asymmetry e.g. of the collision process between Ar and Na in either of the groundstates. If this is the case we may apply concepts used in collision theory which are able to explain shifts, broadening and asymmetry of atomic absorption profiles depending on the kind of collision partners [7] .
